Barnhart Hall Gov Meeting

- Members Present:
  - James West
  - Omeed Ghaffari
  - Aiden O'donnell
  - Logan Dix
  - Spencer Timm
  - Kevin Klein
  - James Vargas

Meeting Minutes:
- Cassandra discusses events
  - Trivia night as educational event
  - Clean up hotel next to Barnhart (the wall with graffiti)
  - Make bagged lunches for homeless
- Trivia night:
  - Floor vs floor?
  - Game show style?
- Computers in learning commons:
  - We need to use it or lose it
  - Perhaps start a campaign to inform people of what they can use the computers for
  - Part of the trivia?
- Cassandra on schedule to discuss a campaign to spread the word about the learning commons
• Think Tank with residents for event ideas
  • Think tank scheduled for Tuesday January 14th at 8 pm.
  • Bring up the cleaning hotel graffiti and making bagged lunches during think tank
  • Bring up learning commons computers issue
  • Move ping pong table to different floor?

• Action Items:
  • Making advertisements - Kevin and Omeed
  • Aiden will talk to Dylan about music
  • Buy new balls and paddles for ping pong table
  • Delta-Plus was completed (finality)

Meeting adjourned at 8:55 pm